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INTRODUCTION

Plexiform schwannoma of the lower lip is a rare 
neurogenic tumour arising from the peripheral 
neural sheath and is also called as neurilemmoma 

or neurinoma. It is an uncommon benign, true nerve 
sheath neoplasm formed entirely of Schwann cell 
proliferation that occurs in the central and peripheral 
nerves. It is a solitary, benign, slow-growing, 
smooth-surfaced and non-tender mass and is known 

to predominantly affect young adults. There is no 
sex predilection and it commonly manifests as an 
asymptomatic, slow-growing and solitary nodule (Kun 
et al. 1993, Michida et al. 1995, Fitzpatrik 1996).[1] 
Lower lip is a rare location for plexiform schwannoma, 
with very few cases reported in the literature[2,3] as 
shown in Table 1.
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ABSTRACT

An 18-year-old female presented with a swelling on the lower lip, which was insidious in onset 
and gradually progressive. The mass was completely excised under local anaesthesia. Complete 
histopathologic and immunohistochemical studies were conducted. The Antoni A areas were found 
along with  typical verocay bodies composed of palisading nuclei and surrounding spaces filled with 
eosinophilic filaments. No necrosis was noted and there were no atypical mitotic figures. In the Antoni 
B region, a closely textured matrix with areas of edema, myxomatous changes, cystic degeneration 
and dilated vessels were noted. On the basis of the histopathologic and immunohistochemical 
staining with S-100 protein, a diagnosis of plexiform schwannoma was made and has been reported 
in this study. The post-operative view confirmed complete recovery after 6 weeks of surgery. This 
is a rare case with the tumour located in the lower lip, as very few cases have been reported in 
literature and it may be the first one reported from India.
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CASE REPORT

An 18-year-old female patient was apparently normal 
10 years back when she developed swelling of lower lip 
which was insidious in onset and gradually progressive. 
It was of size 1 cm × 1 cm initially and had gradually 
increased to 3 cm × 3 cm.

Physical examination revealed a slow-growing, smooth-
surfaced and non-tender mass measuring 3 cm × 3 cm 
located in the vermilion area of the lower lip [Figure 1a and b].

There was no history of discharge or pain. Laboratory 
test results revealed peripheral hypercellular (Antoni A) 
and central hypocelluler (Antoni B) regions.

Fibroma, neurofibroma, plexiform schwannoma, 
leiomyoma, minor salivary gland tumour and other 
benign mesenchymal tumours were considered in the 
differential diagnosis of this mass of the lower lip.

Procedure
The mass was excised under local anaesthesia. It was an 
encapsulated tumour mass measuring 3 cm × 3 cm, with 
a fairly firm and smooth surface [Figure 2a and b].

The post-operative view immediately after surgery is 
presented in Figure 3a, and full recovery was evident 
6 weeks after surgery [Figure 3b].

Histopathologic studies
The histopathologic studies of the tumour mass showed 
typical verocay bodies composed of palisading nuclei 
and surrounding spaces filled with eosinophilic filaments 
in Antoni A area. No necrosis was noted and there were 
no atypical mitotic figures. In Antoni B region, a closely 
textured matrix with areas of oedema, myxomatous 
changes, cystic degeneration, and dilated vessels were 
noted.

On the basis of histopathologic findings and 
immunohistochemical profile, a diagnosis of plexiform 
schwannoma was arrived at[4] [Figure 4a-c].

Microscopically, the characteristic histological features 
of schwannoma of lip are similar to those of analogous 
lesions found at other sites. These include complete 
tumour encapsulation and composition consisting of 
alternating regions of hypercellularity and hypocellularity 
known as Antoni A and Antoni B areas respectively.[5,6] In 
general, the relative proportions of the two regions vary 
to the extent that either of them may occupy nearly the 
entire tumour. Usually, the hypercellular Antoni A region 
consists of monomorphic spindle-shaped Schwann 
cells with pointed basophilic nuclei and poorly defined 
eosinophilic cytoplasm. Occasionally, verocay bodies, 
made up of palisading spindle-shaped cells around 
eosinophilic fibrils, are present in Antoni A area as noted 
in our case [Figure 4a-c].[7] Further, secondary changes, 
such as cystic degeneration, vessels with thick hyaline 
walls, and haemorrhage [Figure 4a-c], may occur in 

Table 1: Reported cases of benign plexiform schwannomas 
of lip

Authors (year) Number 
of cases

Age 
(years)

Sex Location

Das Gupta et al. (1969) 3 NA NA NA
Cherrick et al. (1971) 1 NA NA NA
Barbosa et al. (1984) 1 36 Male Upper lip
Asaumi et al. (2000) 1 20 Female Upper lip
Yang, Shiah-Wei et al. 
(2003)

1 22 Female Upper lip

Yilmaz et al. (2004) 1 29 Female Lower lip 
Baderca et al. (2008) 1 25 Male Lower lip
Lobo et al. (2009) 1 7 Male Lower lip
Jurkovic et al. (2009) 1 72 Male Lower lip
Cardoso et al. (2010) 1 52 Male Lower lip
Mourouzis et al. (2011) 1 16 Male Lower lip
Present case 1 18 Female Lower lip
NA: Data not available

Figure 1: (a and b) Plexiform schwannoma of the lower lip

a b Figure 2: (a and b) Encapsulation of the tumour with the plexiform 
schwannoma tissue of the lip (3 cm × 3 cm)

a b
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Antoni B tissue.[2,6,8-10] These secondary changes were also 
observed in the present case.

Mitosis and necrosis were not detected; however, a 
loosely textured matrix was found in Antoni B tissue, 
with areas of oedema, myxomatous changes, cystic 
degeneration and presence of dilated hyaline vessels. 
Immunohistochemical staining was strongly positive for 
S-100 protein.

Intense S-100 protein immunoreactivity for cytoplasmic 
and nuclear patterns indicates neural origin.[1,6] These 
staining results and associated H and E microscopic 
findings confirmed the diagnosis of plexiform 
schwannoma in the reported case.

The overall prognosis of plexiform schwannoma is 
quite favourable. Conservative surgical removal with a 
wide excision is the treatment of choice and there is no 
recurrence.[2,5,8]

As these rare plexiform schwannoma tumours are 
non-specific in presentation, clinical diagnosis becomes 
difficult. Therefore, differential diagnosis may include 
fibroma, pleomorphic adenoma and other salivary gland 
tumours.[5]

DISCUSSION

Plexiform schwannomas are uncommon benign, solitary, 
encapsulated neoplasms arising predominantly from 
both peripheral and intracranial portions of cranial 
nerves in the head and neck region, whereas peripheral 
cranial nerve plexiform schwannomas are usually located 
in the parapharyngeal space of neck and in soft tissues 

such as tongue, buccal mucosa, palate and gingiva.[3] In 
the parapharyngeal space, the most commonly involved 
nerves are vagus and cervical sympathetic chain. In 1969, 
Das Gupta et al.[3] described plexiform schwannoma with 
lip as a rare area of occurrence followed by palate and 
buccal mucosa.

Most commonly, plexiform schwannomas are 
characterized by their solitary occurrence with relatively 
smooth surface and slow growth.

The characteristic histological features of plexiform 
schwannoma of lip are fairly similar to those of analogous 
lesions found at other sites. The tumour has two distinct 
patterns which are described as Antoni A and Antoni B 
areas, and the relative proportions of these two areas 
vary considerably. The Antoni A hypercellular areas 
primarily consist of monomorphic spindle-shaped 
Schwann cells with pointed basophilic nuclei and poorly 
defined eosinophilic cytoplasm.[2,6,8] Antoni B areas 
consist of loosely arranged cells and small cystic spaces. 
In Antoni B areas, cystic degeneration, vessels with 
thick hyaline walls, and haemorrhage were observed.[7,8] 
Immunohistochemically, positive S-100 protein and level-7 
antigen reactivity confirm the Schwann cell nature of 
these tumours.[1]

For plexiform schwannomas of lip, ultrasound, computed 
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging are 
also used for preoperative diagnosis. Homogeneous, 
hypoechoic features and posterior acoustic enhancement 
are seen on ultrasound. Computerized tomography 

Figure 4: Post-operative view of the lip 6 weeks after surgery (a) Scanner 
view (×4) — micrograph showing each nodule encapsulated by thin 

fibrous septae (b) Low power view (×10): Biphasic arrangement of cells — 
hypocellular Antoni B area and hypercellular Antoni A area (c) High power view 
(×40) — showing nuclear palisading (verocay bodies) and individual cells are 

narrow, elongated, wavy with tapered ends

a

c

b

Figure 3: Post-operative view of the lip after removal of the tumour — (a and b) 
Post-operative view of the lip 6 weeks after surgery

a b
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shows homogeneous soft tissue density mass with 
clear margins and magnetic resonance imaging shows a 
homogenous lesion with low intermediate signal intensity 
on T1-weighted images and high signal intensity on T2-
weighted images.[6]

Histopathologic examination is used for confirmation, 
and the case presented here was confirmed only with 
histopathologic examination.
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